With a degree of accuracy to +/-3 feet, RTLS offers benefits far beyond simply identifying which trucks are where in your operation.

By giving you insights into areas of congestion and allowing you to geofence certain areas in your warehouse, this feature allows you to:

» Improve throughput and productivity by developing more efficient routes through your facility

» Reduce impacts by identifying problem areas and adjusting warehouse layouts

» Enhance workplace security and equipment utilization by controlling vehicle speeds and access areas

With the power and precision of RTLS, monitoring and controlling the movements of your fleet—and the efficiency of your operation—has never been easier.
ACCURATE TRACKING.
REAL-WORLD BENEFITS.
Keeping an eye on every vehicle, everywhere, every day has always been an impossible task for warehouse supervisors. Until now.

With RTLS, you have sightlines into the exact position of your entire fleet, allowing you to ensure the right equipment is being used for each task, goods are on the move as quickly and efficiently as possible, and more.

PINPOINT POSITIONING
Accuracy to +/-3 feet allows you to:
- Track vehicles and adjust travel routes for greater throughput and productivity
- Identify and improve areas of congestion and inefficiency
- Provides route playback and heat maps.

FLEXIBLE GEOFENCING
Virtual geographic boundaries for each vehicle within your facility allow you to:
- Create custom defined zones to set restrictions
- Restrict movements to designated work areas for greater application control
- Alert operators and slow vehicles when leaving authorized zones
- Enhances movement security within facilities, equipment and staff

iWAREHOUSE Evolution is the industry’s most comprehensive and scalable fleet management and telematics solution. For more information on RTLS or any of its other functionality, please call 1-855-495-6697 or visit iwarehouseknows.com.